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10Abstract This paper presents two studies that examine emergent leadership in children’s
11collaborative learning groups. Building on research that finds that leadership moves are
12distributed among group members during learning activities, we examined whether there were
13patterns in the distribution of moves, resulting in different types of emergent leaders in groups.
14Study one examines individual groups working with a teacher, on the same task either with
15paper or multi-touch tables. Study two examines groups of students in a multi-touch class-
16room. Results from study one indicated that the leadership was distributed among the students;
17the distributions aligned with classifications of intellectual leadership moves and organiza-
18tional leadership moves for about half of the groups. There were no differences in emergent
19leadership between themulti-touch and paper conditions. These results were explored inmore detail
20in a multi-touch classroom study, exploring emergent leadership in 22 groups of students across six
21classes. Again, leadership was distributed among group members, and specific roles of intellectual
22and organizational leader, taken on by two different students, could be identified in half of the
23groups. These results suggest that attention should be paid to how students are engaging in
24collaborative learning tasks to ensure all students participate in the intellectual as well as organiza-
25tional demands of the task. Additionally, the pattern of the distribution of roles suggests that care
26should be taken to specify behaviors if the role of leader is assigned to collaborative groups.

27Keywords Emergent Roles . Leadership .Multi-touch Tables . Collaborative Learning .

28Interactive Surfaces . CSCL
29

30Introduction

31Georgia, Amy, Molly and Lucy1, four ten year old girls, stand around a multi-touch table,
32looking at the question “In which room is the statue hidden?” and 12 clues that contain number
33facts to determine the answer to the question (e.g., The room number is not even). As the
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34students begin moving the clues around the screen, Amy takes charge, monitoring participa-
35tion and turn-taking, ensuring that each member of the group takes their turn to read a clue
36aloud, and then instructs the group which part of the screen to move the clues to, in order to
37keep track of their progress. Lucy, Georgia and Molly discuss the content of the clues, with
38Lucy and Georgia intervening at times to direct the conversation, summarizing and elaborating
39on the clues. The group finally decides the answer has to be either 35 or 45, having
40misunderstood the clue, “The number does not contain the digit three” as referring only to
41the unit 3, not 3 as in 30 or 300. The teacher directs them back to the clues, saying there is one
42they had missed, which they begin to look for:

4344Amy: “The statue is in a room whose number is lower than fifty”, “The room number
45where it is hidden is a multiple of five”, “The room number where the statue is hidden is
46not even.” [reviewing 3 clues]
4748Lucy: So it could even be thirty, thirty-five, forty or forty-five.
4950Amy: No, thirty and forty are even aren’t they? And it says that “the room number where
51the statue is hidden is not even”
5253Molly: So it’s either thirty-five or forty-five [returning to the same conclusion as before]
5455Lucy: “The statue is hidden in a room in the grand hotel” [reading a clue]
5657Georgia: No, it’s got to be forty-five.
5859Amy: How?
6061Georgia: Because of that one [points to clue] “It does not contain the digit three”. Three,
62five, thirty-five.
6364Amy: Yeah, it’s forty-five [agrees reluctantly]
65

66This vignette, drawn from the first study in this paper, highlights the different roles that
67group members need to take in order to complete the collaborative task. Amy organizes the
68group, manages their participation and keeps them on track, while contributing to some of the
69idea development. Lucy and particularly Georgia push the ideas forward, managing the
70cognitive content and supporting their group members’ understanding. The roles the three
71students play all have qualities of leadership, however, while Amy clearly organizes the task,
72she does not play as much of a role in the intellectual work, and appears somewhat confused
73by the final solution. Thus, while leadership is clearly distributed in this group, it appears to be
74systematically distributed, with particular aspects of the role taken by specific students, leading
75to different forms of engagement in the activity. In this paper, we explore the emergence of
76leadership in groups of students, looking at what leadership behaviors exist, and how they are
77distributed among participants.
78Research on collaborative learning has recognized that attention needs to be paid to both the
79problem space and the relational space within which groups function in order to understand
80differential learning outcomes across groups (Barron 2003). However, to a large extent, earlier
81research focused on the problem space, the construction and development of ideas within
82groups, while issues around the relational space, and the management of participation in
83groups has received less attention (Miller et al. 2013). Managing participation has often been
84organized by instructors, either by assigning roles (e.g., Schellens et al. 2007), providing
85scripts (e.g., Weinberger et al. 2005), or assessment processes that reward individual partici-
86pation, rather than allowing groups to manage their own participation (Johnson and Johnson
872009). However, as the field recognizes the importance of attending to group cognition (Stahl
882006; Volet et al. 2009), considers the processes of collaboration as important a learning
89experience as the learning that can be measured by individual outcomes, and thinks about how
90people become good collaborators (Barron et al. 2009), more focus has been placed on the
91emergent processes which group members use to manage participation. Three notable
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92directions that this work has begun to take are emergent leadership, discussed below, analysis
93of uptake (Suthers 2006) and group regulation (Järvelä and Hadwin 2013).
94Järvelä and Hadwin (2013) argue that successful management of participation within
95collaborative groups requires regulation at a number of levels: individuals’ self-regulation,
96co-regulation between group members, and shared regulation at the group level. Here, goal
97directedness, metacognition, motivation, behaviors, and emotions are shared and coordinated
98in the creation, negotiation and navigation through the joint problem space (Roschelle, 1992).
99However, in contrast to entirely shared regulation, some leadership may still emerge within an
100effectively collaborating group, with one individual, for example, stimulating and sustaining
101collective motivations, while another leads and maintains active knowledge co-construction. In
102this way, some individuals’ moves can be seen as bids for co-regulation or joint regulation.
103These bids seek to influence the interactions between group members and group level
104progress. Such regulation may be termed shared when those individuals’ leadership moves
105are accepted and appropriated by the group at the individual and group level, while those
106individuals maintain initiative as leaders within the group.
107These interactions have also been conceptualized as uptake (e.g., Suthers 2006), which is
108when a student engaged in a collaborative task “takes aspects of prior events as having
109relevance for ongoing activity” (Suthers et al. 2010, p 5). An uptake analysis framework aims
110to support the conceptualization, representation, and analysis of distributed and technology-
111mediated interaction with ‘uptake’ as the basic unit of collaborative interaction. Understanding
112participation of collaborators, and the roles or actions that they take to maintain participation of
113all group members, requires consideration of the actions that students take both in terms of the
114interaction and problem space. While a desire for equal participation is frequently noted in the
115literature, this must be balanced with the need for groups to manage their participation and to
116change strategy or direction when necessary to reach their goal by introducing new ideas,
117which the leadership perspective offers.
118In this paper, we expand on the few prior studies of emergent leadership (Gressick and
119Derry 2010; Li et al. 2007; Yamaguchi 2001), examining leadership through two studies of
120collaborative groups. However, while prior work has examined leadership as a single con-
121struct, but reports that it is often distributed within groups, we examine the distribution of
122moves that organize the group, and moves that drive the group forward intellectually,
123hypothesizing that these different types of leadership moves may not be made by the same
124group member. We consider the implications for groups, classrooms and the individual’s
125learning depending on the leadership roles taken by specific students within a group and
126how the emergent distribution of leadership moves should be taken into account when
127assigning roles in groups.
128Leadership is central to research on collaborative groups, taking a prominent place in
129management and organizational psychology literature in explaining the relative success or
130failure of groups (Avolio et al. 2009; Hackman 1990). Theories about leadership range from
131seeing it as a stable individual trait (e.g., Kirkpatrick and Locke 1991), a set of skills that can
132be acquired (e.g., Mumford et al. 2000) or a complex interaction between the individual, the
133context and the rest of the team (e.g., Seiler and Pfister 2009). More recently, the idea of
134leadership has been expanded to consider the ideas of distributed and joint leadership (e.g.,
135Avolio et al. 2009; Li et al. 2007; Spillane 2005). This takes into account the range of
136behaviors that make up leadership, the reality that different aspects of leadership may be
137facilitated by different members of a team, and the importance of the interaction between
138leaders and followers in a team.
139Emergent leadership in the management literature is defined as successful or unsuccessful
140attempts to undertake leadership moves when working in groups and has been criticized
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141because most empirical studies focus on small groups rather than leadership across an
142organization (Bass and Bass 2009). The concept of distributed leadership across a group
143was conceptualized over sixty years ago (Gibb 1954; Bowers and Seashore 1966) with a
144number of reviews identifying various components, particularly from a management perspec-
145tive (e.g., Bennett et al. 2003; Pearce and Conger 2003) and a clear recognition that there can
146be multiple leaders within a group taking different roles and responsibilities. There has been
147less focus on the relationship between distributed and emergent leadership within groups
148which Gronn (2002) has described as “conjoint agency,” in which a few individuals emerge as
149leaders within a group and are able to synchronize their actions through reciprocal influence.
150Prior research on emergent leadership in children’s groups indicates the presence of
151emergent leadership, and its association with task completion and adult and peer
152nominations of leadership. Edwards (1994) reports on a 9-month long study of 4th–6th grade
153girls in Girl Scout Troops, finding that leadership was associated with organizational and goal-
154oriented behaviors, and that emergent leadership, but not elected or assigned leadership, was
155consistent during the study.
156French and Stright (1991) report on leadership in groups of second, fourth and sixth graders
157involved in a ranking task, focusing on how task facilitation behavior supports goal comple-
158tion. Across two studies they found that leadership nominations were associated with task
159facilitation behaviors, solicitation of feedback and recording the group’s activities. They also
160report strong associations between peer and teacher nominations of leadership and emergent
161leadership behavior.
162The influence of task features on emergent leadership was explored by Yamaguchi (2001).
163In this study of ten groups of fourth to sixth graders, a distinction was made between dominant
164forms of leadership, which can be associated with bullying, and pro-social leadership. Results
165found that when the task had a performance goal, a dominant leader emerged, and in most
166cases, the task was not completed, while when there was a mastery goal for the task, leadership
167moves were distributed among group members. A later study by Yamaguchi and Maehr (2004)
168exploring self-reported measures of emergent leadership, group cohesion and group regulation,
169reports an association between these three measures. However, these self-reported measures
170were not associated with task completion, suggesting that there is more to be understood about
171emergent leadership than what members of a group perceive.
172In an effort to identify leadership moves within groups, Li et al. (2007) developed a coding
173scheme to apply to twelve groups of fourth graders involved in a study designed to promote
174Collaborative Reasoning in the classroom. They identified five moves—turn management,
175argument development, planning and organizing, topic control and acknowledgement—as
176moves that leaders would make, and coded transcripts for evidence of these moves, using data
177drawn from 10 discussions in each group. Their results indicated that leadership was
178distributed within the groups, with only half of the groups showing a single clear leader,
179while another five showed evidence of shared leadership.
180Building on the work of Li et al. (2007), Gressick and Derry (2010) report on a study of
181emergent leadership in online groups of future mathematics and science teachers. Adapting the
182coding scheme to suit the online nature of their data and the tasks, they again found that
183leadership was distributed among all members of the groups. However, they note that in some
184instances, the different leadership behaviors were differentially adopted by different members
185of a group, effectively sub-dividing the leadership role into smaller pieces. Certain moves,
186such as knowledge contribution, appear to be well distributed among the group members,
187while moves that structure the group or content, such as topic control or organizational moves
188were behaviors that were more frequently associated with a single member of the group. As
189with the Li et al. (2007) study, these results suggest that leadership within a learning group may
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190be complex, distributed or shared among group members. Additionally, the data presented by
191Gressick and Derry suggest different forms of leadership emerging in groups, with some
192aspects of leadership behavior seen in one group member, while other aspects of leadership are
193enacted by another member of the group.
194In this paper, we extend the work of Li et al. (2007) and Gressick and Derry (2010),
195adapting the same coding scheme to explore whether there is a pattern in the distribution of
196leadership moves among group members. In both studies, we begin by examining whether
197leadership moves are distributed among the group, and then examine whether particular
198students make more of each type of move.
199In the Li et al. (2007) study, 12 groups of 4th grade students were followed over 10 sessions
200as they worked on Collaborative Reasoning tasks, and here changes were found over time,
201with more students taking on leadership roles with practice. Gressick and Derry (2010)
202examined groups of adult teacher education students working on the design of an instructional
203unit in an on-line context over six weeks, again finding some change over time. In this study,
204we examine a larger number of groups who worked on tasks in two different content areas,
205history and math, on a single day, to understand whether the patterns remained stable across
206content areas. Research on collaborative groups rarely looks at multiple content areas or task
207types within the same study, assuming to some degree, that collaborative behaviors are not
208related to task type or content. However, we wanted to explore whether the patterns of
209emergent leadership changed with different content areas (or task types), to extend our
210understanding about why roles might emerge within groups, and how they might be related
211to the particular collaborative activity or task.

212The present study

213In this paper, we present two studies of emergent leadership in children’s collaborative learning
214groups. We define leadership moves as attempts to move the group forward, either by
215addressing issues of organization of the group, such as turn management, or addressing the
216intellectual aspects of the activity, such as idea management and development. However, as we
217view the group as the cognitive unit, leadership is not seen as the making of leadership moves,
218but as an interaction between members of a group, such that even though an individual is
219required to make a leadership bid for any leadership to emerge, the other members of the group
220must also react in acknowledgement of that move; leadership moves that are ignored by the
221group can be classified as failed bids for leadership. Thus leadership is defined as emerging
222when leadership bids are successful, and the participant who makes bids that are not taken up
223by the group cannot be defined as a leader.
224Data for this paper is drawn from a large, four year study that focuses on using multi-touch
225technology to support collaborative learning in the classroom, and developing our understand-
226ing of how to support the processes of collaborative learning in formal learning environments.
227Multi-touch tables (see Fig. 1) allow multiple users to interact directly with a screen, creating
228the possibility of more equitable access in computer-supported collaborative learning activities.
229This technology has the potential to change the way co-located computer-supported collabo-
230rative learning activities can be designed, by removing the need for students to negotiate
231control of a single control device (e.g., a mouse or keyboard) (Dillenbourg and Evans 2011;
232Higgins et al. 2011). While research in this field is still relatively new, findings indicate that
233multi-touch tables can be supportive of the collaborative learning process when compared to
234more traditional materials. In research that compared groups of students working on the same
235task in a multi-touch and single-touch condition, Harris et al. (2009) reported higher levels of
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236task-focused conversation, and lower levels of process focused conversation in the multi-touch
237condition than in the single-touch condition, indicating that the use of multi-touch reduced the
238need to monitor participation and turn-taking, freeing groups to focus on the content.
239In a study that compared undergraduate students working on a programming task in a
240multi-touch and a traditional personal computer (pc) condition, Basheri et al. (2013) reported
241that dyads spent more time in shared engagement in the task in the multi-touch condition and
242more time with one student working on the task while the other sat back from the task in the pc
243condition. Again, this work points toward the potential of the multi-touch table to support joint
244engagement on a task, and reduce the amount of time group members spend taking turns.
245In a study drawing on the same data as is reported in study one in this paper, we found that
246groups working on a multi-touch table when completing a divergent historical reasoning task
247engaged in higher levels of interactive talk (elaborating and negotiating) than groups in the
248paper-based condition, whose statements were more limited to independent and quasi-
249interactive statements (Higgins et al. 2012). When comparing the groups working on math
250tasks across the two conditions, we found that although students raised similar numbers of
251ideas across conditions, students were more likely to respond to those ideas by elaborating or
252combining them with other ideas in the multi-touch condition than in the paper condition
253(Mercier et al. 2013). These findings point towards the potential of multi-touch tables to
254support more complex conversations between students working on a collaborative task.
255Studies that examine the use of multi-touch tables in classroom environments indicate that
256the tables can be used for successful small group and whole class work. Mercier and Higgins
257(2013) report increased mathematical flexibility when students completed a collaborative
258expression-generating task in a multi-touch classroom, when compared to students completing
259an individual activity on paper. Additional research in this area indicates that the use of
260multiple networked tables can be used to provide data for teachers to understand more of
261what is happening in collaborative groups, and alter their interventions appropriately (Marti-
262nez-Maldonado et al. 2013; Mercier, et al. 2012). However, research on non-networked tables
263in classrooms reported the types of classroom and content management issues that are found in
264many non-technology supported collaborative activities (Kharrufa et al. 2013), indicating that
265more than just the tables are necessary for this technology to be used to effectively support
266collaborative learning in classrooms.
267Study one is drawn from the initial study in this project, which sought to identify
268differences between groups using a multi-touch table and paper-based versions of the same

Fig. 1 Children working at a multi-touch table
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269tasks. As described elsewhere (Higgins et al. 2012; Mercier et al. 2013), each group worked
270with a teacher, who supported them in solving the math tasks, and coming to agreement on a
271solution for the history task. In this study we look at the emergent leadership in the groups and
272compare leadership across conditions. Due to the similarity in outcomes in all groups, the
273relationship between leadership and outcomes are not explored. In both conditions, video and
274audio was captured using two cameras (mounted on tri-pods in the paper-based condition, and
275ceiling-mounted in the multi-touch condition).
276Study two is drawn from the next stage of the research project, where a classroom of multi-
277touch tables was built explicitly to examine collaborative learning in a classroom setting (See
278Fig. 2). The classroom is set up to be similar to a standard classroom, where up to sixteen
279students work around four multi-touch tables. The classroom has a teacher desk, a podium
280multi-touch table from where the teacher can send content to the student tables, and project
281from the student tables to the interactive whiteboard to facilitate whole-class discussion. The
282classroom is equipped with recording equipment, which discreetly captures the interactions of
283the groups (through ceiling-mounted cameras and directional microphones embedded in the
284tables), the whole class processes (through ceiling-mounted fishbowl cameras) and table-use
285(through screen capture software).
286In both study one and study two, two members of the research team, who had been primary
287(elementary) teachers, facilitated the lessons. In study one, one teacher worked with each
288group, although they aimed to allow the groups to work independently, intervening when the
289groups appeared to be stuck or asked directly for help or confirmation of their process. In the
290second study, each of the two teachers taught three of the classes, while the students’ own
291teachers were watching a live stream of the classroom in another room. In both studies, group

Fig. 2 Multi-touch classroom
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292members all belonged to the same school and class. The students had been in the same class
293with their peers for the last few years in each of the schools. Thus, while students were pulled
294out of their normal classroom environment for the study, and were taught by new teachers,
295they were very familiar with their collaborators in the tasks. Informal feedback from their
296regular teachers in study two indicated that the activities and behavior of the students could be
297considered typical of their interactions in school.
298Study one was designed to explore the nature of emergent leadership in the groups, to
299identify the distributed nature of the leadership and identify any systematic differences across
300the emergent leadership behaviors. These findings were then explored in a larger sample, and
301more typical classroom environment in the second study.
302The research questions addressed in the two studies presented in this paper are:

3031. What characterizes emergent leadership in collaborative learning groups, and are emergent
304leadership moves distributed across group members?
3052. What are the different patterns of leadership moves within groups?
3063. Does the distribution and pattern of leadership moves vary across content areas?
3074. Is emergent leadership associated with task success?

308Study one

309Method

310Participants were 32, year six pupils (mean age 10.6 years; SD=0.4 years) who attended two
311local primary schools in England. There were 16 male and 16 female students in the sample.
312Participants were brought to the lab in groups of eight – four males and four females – and
313worked in same-gender groups of four. Participants were recruited from three classes in two
314schools (all groups came from the same classes). Both schools are ranked as average, or just
315below average, in England’s standardized achievement system. Eight students were recruited
316from two year six classes in the first school, and 16 pupils were recruited from one classroom
317in the second school. For each of the three classes, two or three of the experimenters went to
318the classrooms, led the pupils through a series of mystery activities and introduced the multi-
319touch tables with a video. Consent forms for parents were distributed; teachers selected
320participants from the students who returned signed consent forms.
321Once each group of eight arrived at the lab, the students were divided into gender-matched
322groups of four. Both groups were simultaneously led through three activities that introduced
323them to the multi-touch table, with each group working on a separate table. The groups were
324then divided, so that one group completed a multi-touch version of the history mystery task,
325while the other group completed a paper-based version of the same task in another room. The
326groups were given a short break then switched rooms and conditions, completing a mathe-
327matics problem-solving task on either the multi-touch tables or paper.

328The task

329The tasks used for this study were based on a ‘mystery’ framework activity. One goal of
330framework activities is that they provide a similar structure to tasks, so that students and
331teachers can become familiar with them, and then different content can be added, allowing for
332the exploration of collaborative learning over time, while holding the tasks relatively constant.
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333The mysteries framework activities were based on a pedagogical strategy created for the
334development and assessment of complex thinking in schools (Leat and Higgins 2002). During
335mystery tasks, groups of students are given a question, and clues that they need to make sense
336of in order to come to an answer to the question. Mysteries are designed to be open-ended,
337with the clues pointing to multiple possible answers, but the framework can also be used for
338problems that have a single right answer that the students need to determine through interpre-
339tation of the clues.
340The history mystery used in this study is based upon an accident in a coal mine in 19th
341century north-east England – a location and period of history that was familiar to the children.
342The goal of the activity is for the students to come up with an answer to the question “What
343happened to Robert Dixon and whose fault was it?” By using the clues, the groups can engage
344in complex reasoning about what exactly happened, and who might be at fault. The task took a
345mean of 17.55 min to complete (SD=4.5 min).
346Three math word problems of a similar structure to the history mystery task were used in the
347math activity, all of which had a correct answer. The first task required the application of
348mathematical knowledge to eliminate all but the correct answer. In the second activity, the
349groups needed to order the clues, working through a series of mental calculations in the correct
350order to determine how much it would cost a fairground owner to provide prizes to every tenth
351person who went on a particular ride. The final math task was a logic problem, in recognition of
352the importance of logical reasoning and the solving of non-numerical word problems in
353mathematics, and as part of themathematics curriculum in England (DfEE, 1999) and standards
354in the USA (NCTM 2000). The goal of this task was to match five fictional children with their
355food of choice after the school lunch trays had been mixed up. (See appendix for clues.) The
356format and content of the tasks was discussed with each of the teachers who confirmed that
357these were appropriate activities for their students and typical of the kinds of activities used in
358their schools. Together the three math tasks took a mean of 15.6 min to complete (SD=1.8 min).
359In the paper-based version of the task, clues were typed on small pieces of paper, which
360were placed in a pile in the center of the table at the beginning of the task. Generally, students
361shared the clues out amongst the group members, and took turns reading them aloud before
362moving on to solving the task. In the multi-touch version, the same clues were presented on
363digital slips of ‘paper’, which were placed in a pile in the center of the screen. The digital paper
364could be moved like normal paper to change orientation or change the location on the screen;
365the size could also be changed, allowing the groups to enlarge the clues to support joint
366attention, and to decrease the size of the clues they did not deem to be important. See Figs. 3
367and 4 for an example of the set-up.

Fig. 3 Sreen shots from beginning and middle of the history task
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368During study one, the teacher who worked with each group wrapped the task up when the
369groups had come to an answer, often helping them to solve the math tasks if they appeared to
370be stuck, and encouraging them to come to a conclusion in the history task if they were
371stalling. This help usually took the form of directing students to clues, or asking if all group
372members agreed with a comment. However, particularly in the math tasks, the teachers led the
373groups step-by-step through the tasks when they did not seem to be making any progress.

374Data

375All activities were videotaped and transcribed for analysis. Verbatim transcripts, formatted as a
376play script, were created for each video. In the analysis that follows, transcripts and video were
377used simultaneously.

378Analysis of leadership moves

379A coding scheme was adapted from Li et al. (2007) and is shown in Table 1. The unit of
380analysis was defined as a turn, and each code was only applied once to each turn, although
381more than one code could be applied to a single turn. Leadership moves were identified by
382turns that could be categorized as one of the five types of leadership from the coding scheme.
383The initial identification of leadership moves was conducted without regard for either the
384correctness or relevance of the move to the task content, and without attention to the reaction
385of other students in the group. However, in line with the perspective that leadership occurs in a
386multi-directional interactive manner among the group members, and drawing on Li et al.
387(2007), a second level of coding was applied. This coding identified successful and unsuc-
388cessful leadership moves by considering the moves immediately following the leadership
389code. Moves that accepted the leadership move resulted in the leadership move being coded as
390successful; moves that ignored the leadership moves resulted in the leadership move being
391coded as unsuccessful. All contributions, regardless of how correct they were in terms of
392reaching a solution for the task, could be classified as a leadership move or a move that
393accepted or rejected a leadership move. Examples of each leadership move are provided in
394Table 1, and the case study in study two provide further examples of each type of move.
395The teacher’s involvement differed between groups, and their attempts to take leadership
396were coded as teacher bids and are not discussed in this paper.
397Due to the different nature of the tasks, the code ‘Argument Development’ from Li et al.
398(2007) was changed to Idea Management and Development, to provide a broader classification
399for turns that dealt explicitly with the ideas in the mysteries. Additionally, Acknowledgement

Fig. 4 Photographs of students in multi-touch and paper conditions
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t1:1 Table 1 Leadership Coding Scheme

t1:2 Code Definition Examples

t1:3 Turn management Directing turn-taking; identifying who
should make the next turn; announcing
intent to take the next turn and monitoring
or inviting participation.

1. “Why don’t you read that one out? And
then, Tony, read that one.” [speaker is
directing other students to take turns]

2. “OK, Joe, you read that one. Read that
one, and you [pointing]”

“I’ll read this one?”
“Right; Joe, why don’t you read yours first.”

t1:4 Planning &
Organizing

Statements that structured the activity or
moves of the team or statements that
attempted to keep the group on-task.

1. “Right, everyone line it up like we did
before.” [speaker is directing other
students to organize the clues in a line]

2. “Right then, these two don’t mean
anything to us, so this is the rubbish
corner.” [student identifies two clues that
they do not think are important that are
together in the same part of the screen; he
identifies this as the corner to put
unwanted clues, a practice that is then
followed by his team-mates.]

t1:5 Acknowledgement Turns that recognized the value of another
team-member’s comments, or turns that
reacted to a request for acknowledgement.

1. “Annie, do you think this is important? I do.”
[speaker is requesting acknowledgment of
her idea from another student]

2. “This one’s good, read this one Shannon”
[student hands a clue she thinks is
important to Shannon for her to evaluate
it’s importance. Shannon takes it, reads
silently, then reads it aloud to the group.]

t1:6 Idea management
& development

Development of the ideas, building upon
previous ideas or proposing a solution
(this is not used when students are jointly
working on a solution). The correctness of
the idea or proposed solution is not to be
considered.

1. It doesn’t explainwhose…actually that does
explain…look, look, the mine inspectors…
that might explain whose fault it was
because they thought he fell asleep…not
enough air, not enough oxygen causes
people to fall unconscious, so this should be
in the not sure section ‘cause this does
explain whose fault it might have been.”
[Fromhistory task: The student takes a clue,
and describes how it relates to the question]

2. And you know about the candles, what
happens if he wasn’t rich enough so he
couldn’t afford it, ‘oh where am I going, I
don’t know where I’m going’ whack!”
[From history task: Student refers to a
clue that says the mine workers had to
provide their own candles; he elaborates
on what would happen if the workers did
not have a candle, developing the
argument that the boy in the mystery
might have been unconscious at the time
of the accident].

t1:7 Topic control Moves that altered the direction of the
conversation (about the task). This
includes moves that take the group in a
particular direction after a whole class
discussion.

1. “How much will it cost the Waltzer owner
for enough…enough cuddly monkeys for
a day? How many cuddly monkeys do we
need?” [From Waltzer: Student reads the
question, and then interprets it to provide
the next step for the group]
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401participant, and the instances where a student was asked for acknowledgment by another
402student. In the second case, acceptance of the leadership move was identified as occurring
403before the leadership move (e.g., the request for acknowledgment was seen as acceptance of
404the leadership move, assuming that the acknowledgment request was acted upon). The three
405math tasks were examined as a single task, and contrasted with the history tasks; the history
406task took about 15 to 20 min, as did the three math tasks, giving us a comparable length of
407collaborative engagement to compare across content areas. One researcher coded all eight
408groups, while a second researcher coded two history and two math tasks, to assess reliability of
409the codes, with a reliability score of 86 % (Cohen’s Kappa=0.76). Disagreements were
410discussed until consensus was reached. Most disagreements occurred when differentiating
411between the codes Topic Control and Idea Management and Development (intellectual
412leadership), and between the codes Turn Management and Planning and Organizing (organi-
413zational leadership).

414Task success

415In both the history and math tasks, the teachers aimed to support the group as they worked
416towards a solution. In this way, all the groups successfully solved the math tasks (with different
417degrees of teacher support) and all groups came to an explanation on the history task. The
418quality of discussion on the history task was coded using the SOLO taxonomy (Biggs and
419Collis 1982). As reported elsewhere, there were few differences in the levels of reasoning
420reached across conditions (Higgins et al. 2012). As such, the outcomes on either the math or
421the history tasks will not be considered in relation to emergent leadership in study one.

422Results

423A total of 1,276 student utterances across all 8 groups (M=159.5, SD=59.66) were identified
424in the history task. One hundred and forty-eight utterances were identified as leadership moves
425(11.5 %) with a mean of 18.5 leadership moves per group (SD=8.4).
426A total of 1,480 student utterances across all eight groups (M=185, SD=53.4) were
427identified in the math tasks. Two hundred and five utterances were identified as leadership
428moves (13.8 %), with a mean of 25.6 leadership moves per group (SD=12.67).

429Distribution of leadership moves

430The distribution of leadership moves within each group is shown in Table 2, which shows the
431percentage of accepted leadership moves made by each group member (calculated

t1:8 Table 1 (continued)

Code Definition Examples

2.“So now we need to decide if he was up
and healthy or whether he was, like,
unconscious” [From history task: student
summarizes the groups current position
and the decision they need to make to
come to a conclusion.]
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432by dividing total accepted leadership moves made by that person, by total of all accepted
433leadership moves within the group). Over 90% (338 of 372) of leadership moves were accepted.

t2:1 Table 2 Percentage of leadership moves across all tasks and number of accepted leadership moves made by
each participant in each content area

t2:2 Percentage of
leadership moves
across all tasks

Number of accepted
leadership moves
in history

Number of
accepted leadership
moves in math

t2:3 Group 1 Child 1 29 6 11

t2:4 Child 2 17 4 6

t2:5 Child 3 26 7 8

t2:6 Child 4 27 12 4

t2:7 Group 2 Child 1 34 4 9

t2:8 Child 2 24 0 9

t2:9 Child 3 13 4 1

t2:10 Child 4 29 5 6

t2:11 Group 3 Child 1 4 1 0

t2:12 Child 2 22 5 0

t2:13 Child 3 17 1 3

t2:14 Child 4 56 1 12

t2:15 Group 4 Child 1 32 12 12

t2:16 Child 2 53 15 24

t2:17 Child 3 5 1 3

t2:18 Child 4 9 0 7

t2:19 Group 5 Child 1 37 3 4

t2:20 Child 2 5 0 1

t2:21 Child 3 42 4 4

t2:22 Child 4 16 0 3

t2:23 Group 6 Child 1 34 6 10

t2:24 Child 2 57 6 21

t2:25 Child 3 2 0 1

t2:26 Child 4 6 2 1

t2:27 Group 7 Child 1 18 3 4

t2:28 Child 2 45 10 7

t2:29 Child 3 21 6 2

t2:30 Child 4 16 2 4

t2:31 Group 8 Child 1 39 2 14

t2:32 Child 2 32 11 2

t2:33 Child 3 7 0 3

t2:34 Child 4 22 3 6
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434The number and percentage of leadership moves differed between groups and participants.
435While some groups showed a balance of leadership moves across participants (e.g., group 1), in
436others one or two leaders emerged (e.g., group 3 or 4). Thus leadership moves appear to be
437distributed among group members, when data from all tasks is considered. However, this appears
438to be more complex when the data is broken down by discipline, with participants showing
439different amounts of leadership in the different disciplines (e.g., Child 2, Group 2, makes no
440leadership moves during the history task, but nine effective moves during the mathematics task).

441Intellectual and organizational leadership in groups

442The total number of accepted moves were calculated for each individual, and categorized into
443two types of leadership – intellectual and organizational. Intellectual leadership was deter-
444mined by adding any turns that had been coded as Topic Control and Idea Management and
445Development, moves that moved the group on the cognitive or problem space aspects of the
446collaboration. Organizational leadership was calculated by adding turns coded as Planning and
447Organizing, Turn Management and Acknowledgment. These moves were identified as moves that
448support the group’s interaction process, helpingmonitor and influence turn taking and participation.
449As the goal of the study was to look at emergent leadership, rather than only focus on
450leadership moves, each type of leader was identified as the student who made the most
451accepted leadership moves in each category within each task. Groups where no one made
452more than 3 leadership moves in each category were identified as not having clear leadership.
453Similar to the work by Li et al. (2007), who identified leaders as the outliers in terms of
454number of leadership moves made, we chose the mean number of leadership moves per
455student per category (2.64; SD=3.09) as the cut-off point for identifying leadership in study
456one. The cut-off also aligns with the qualitative differences between groups who have students
457who appear to be leaders, and groups where leaders cannot be identified.
458Differences in leadership configurations are shown in Fig. 5. From this, it can be seen that
459in the history task, one group had a single leader, one group had distinct intellectual and
460organizational leaders, three groups only had an intellectual leader and three groups did not
461have a clear leader. In the math task, one person took on both leadership roles in two groups,
462three groups had distinct intellectual and organizational leaders, two groups only had an
463intellectual leader, and one group did not have any identifiable leader.
464Across the tasks, there was some variability between groups, with one group showing no
465clear leadership in either content area, two groups who showed clear leadership in math but not
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Fig. 5 Number of groups with different leadership configurations. Note: One leader indicates that one student
took both roles; 2 leaders indicates that 2 different students each took one of the leadership roles (different
intellectual and organizational leader
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466in history, three groups with different intellectual and organizational leaders across content
467areas, a group with shared leadership and a group with one leader across content areas.
468Figure 6 shows the distribution of each type of moves in each task for each participant.
469Differences between intellectual and organizational leaders emerged in many of the groups,
470and across content areas. For example, in Group 1, Child 1 made the most organizational
471leadership moves during the history task (5 moves), while Child 4 made most of the

Fig. 6 Number of accepted organizational and intellectual moves by group
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472intellectual leadership moves (11). However, during the math tasks, Child 1 made more of the
473intellectual leadership moves (9), while organization was more shared, with Child 3 taking
474slightly more leadership than his team-mates (5).
475This is contrasted with a number of groups where there was clear leadership in the math
476tasks, but not during the history task. For example, in Group 3, there were virtually no
477leadership moves during the history task, while Child 4 assumed the role of intellectual leader
478in the math task (10 moves). This was more striking in Group 6, which again had few
479leadership moves in the history task, while one group member, Child 2, took clear organiza-
480tional (10) and intellectual leadership (11) during the math task.
481In other groups, both forms of leadership were expressed by one or more group members.
482In Group 4, Child 2 took clear organizational leadership in both content areas, although she
483also made a number of intellectual leadership moves, particularly in the math task. The
484intellectual leadership was shared, however, with two other group members – with Child 1
485in the history task, and with Child 1 and Child 4 in the math task. A similar pattern is seen in
486Group 8, where Child 1 took intellectual leadership in both history and math tasks, but also
487took a much clearer organizational role in the math tasks than he or any of his group members
488did in the history task.

489Differences across condition

490To examine whether there were differences in the number and types of leadership moves made
491across the conditions, the data were examined by task (math or history) and condition (multi-
492touch or paper). Results indicate that the number of moves was almost identical across
493conditions, indicating that the technology did not have an obvious influence on the leadership
494behaviors of group members. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 3.

495Summary of study one

496In study one, we explored emergent leadership in eight groups of students, each working with
497a teacher present. Initial results indicated that leadership was distributed across the members of
498each group, although the patterns of emergent leadership differed across disciplinary areas.
499Two types of leadership – intellectual and organizational leadership – were identified as
500accounting for different leadership behaviors in the teams. The results showed that in some
501groups there was a pattern of distributed leadership, and that the distributions of the leaders
502appeared to fall along the lines of intellectual and organizational leader. Three of the eight
503groups in the math activity had a distinct intellectual and organizational leader, while in two
504groups, both roles were held by the same student. While this was less evident in the history

t3:1 Table 3 Mean (SD) of leadership
moves across conditionst3:2 Total Moves Accepted

Organizational
Accepted
Intellectual

t3:3 Math

t3:4 Multi-touch 27.5 (14.45) 11.25 (11.59) 14.5 (2.65)

t3:5 Paper 26 (9.75) 9.25 (5.37) 15.5 (4.04)

t3:6 History

t3:7 Multi-touch 19 (9.38) 4.5 (3.32) 12 (5.89)

t3:8 Paper 20 (8.6) 7 (3.56) 10.5 (6.4)
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505task, there were also fewer leadership moves made during the history activity. Additionally,
506although the organizational behaviors of a leader are more often seen as important, the results
507from our analysis indicate that there were groups that only had an intellectual leader, while
508there was no group that had an organizational but not an intellectual leader.
509These findings suggest that emergent leadership may be considered to be two separate
510constructs, although, at times, both roles may be held by one person. In the second study, we
511examined this further, in a classroom laboratory, to explore the patterns of distribution of
512emergent leadership in children’s collaborative learning groups.

513Study two

514Method

515Participants were 96 year six pupils (mean age 10.58 years; SD=0.39 years) who attended six
516local primary schools. There were 48 male and 48 female students in the sample. Participants
517were brought to the lab in groups of sixteen – eight males and eight females. Groups from four
518of the schools worked in same-gender groups, while groups from two schools worked in
519mixed gender groups (two male and two female students). Thus there were eight all-male
520groups, eight all-female groups and eight mixed-gender groups in the sample. However, due to
521technical issues, some of the data from one male and one female group were not recorded, and
522so they are excluded from this analysis, leaving us with 22 groups in this study (seven all male,
523seven all female and eight mixed gender groups).
524Six schools were invited to participate in the study. All the schools who participated are
525ranked as average, or just below average, on standardized tests of academic achievement in
526England. For each of the schools, two or three of the experimenters went to their classrooms
527and led the pupils through similar orientation activities to those used before the first experi-
528ment. Parental consent forms were distributed, and teachers selected the students who could
529attend from those who returned consent forms. Teachers were asked to randomly select 8 male
530and 8 female children to attend. Return rates of consent forms were high in most schools, and
531informally a number of teachers mentioned that they had been more inclined to select the better
532behaved or higher-achieving children to participate, either in an effort to reward certain
533students, or to ensure their school was well represented. All participants were selected from
534the same class group in all six schools.

535The task

536The same history and mathematics tasks were also used in study two, however all tasks were
537completed in the multi-touch classroom (see Fig. 2). After completing initial exercises to
538familiarize the students with the multi-touch tables, they completed the history task; students
539then had a short break before returning to the classroom to complete the three math activities.
540The history task took about half an hour to complete (M=28.3 min; SD=3.9 min), while the
541three math tasks took less than half an hour (M=23.5 min; SD=2.7 min).
542While the tasks were the same as in study one, the classroom lab meant that, rather than
543having a teacher with each group, a single teacher ran the class, introducing the activity,
544sending the mystery to the students from the orchestration desk, and moving between groups
545to monitor progress. The teacher could freeze all the tables at any stage, and project the
546contents of any table onto an interactive whiteboard. The protocol that the teachers followed
547was to introduce the topic, send the mystery to the student tables, lock the tables after a short
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548time to make sure everyone knew what they were doing, allow the groups to resume, and then
549pause once or twice more for mini-plenary sessions and a final discussion of the task. During
550the discussion and mini-plenary sessions, the teacher projected the content from one of the
551tables, and prompted the groups to explain their solution. Both teachers (members of the
552research team) who participated in Study One, participated in Study Two, with each teacher
553teaching three classes in the classroom.

554Data

555The classroom is designed for data collection of group interaction, allowing for video
556recording of each group from two angles, and audio recording from a microphone
557embedded in each table. The teacher was recorded with a radio microphone and a
558fishbowl camera was used to record the entire classroom. The teacher audio stream
559was transcribed, and the audio from each group was transcribed; the teacher transcript
560was then integrated into the groups’ transcripts. Using a tool developed by the team
561transcripts were created along a time-line, producing time-stamped information for
562each turn. The coding for this study was conducted using printed copies of the
563transcripts, laid out in play script format, while also viewing the videos of the groups
564and the tables.

565Coding

566The coding scheme described in study one was used again for study two (see Table 1), with all
567transcripts coded for the five moves, and each move identified as either accepted or rejected.
568The transcript for each group was coded separately, while watching the videos of the group.
569Due to the different nature of collaboration within a classroom, additional rules were defined
570for coding this data. Coding only occurred when the tables were unlocked for use; therefore
571coding began at the moment the teacher sent the mystery to the tables and unlocked it for use,
572and no coding occurred during whole-class discussions. Additionally, coding was not applied
573to groups while the teacher was directly speaking to that group (this was identified as teacher
574interaction). We note that students interact differently in the presence of the teacher, and the
575role of group spokesperson (both during the activity and whole-class discussion) appears to be
576different from the leadership described in this paper, however, exploring this role is beyond the
577scope of this paper.
578Two authors coded the transcripts, with a reliability score of 87 % on 10 % of the transcripts
579(Cohen’s Kappa=0.86). Disagreements were discussed until consensus was reached.

580Success on math tasks

581While in study one each group was directly supported by a teacher, in the second study there
582was only one teacher present for each class of 16 students. As such, the outcomes on the math
583tasks differed between groups. Progress on solving the tasks were coded using a four-level
584coding scheme, to identify groups who made no progress, little progress, some progress, and
585successfully solved the problems. Two authors coded two groups in each task, with a reliability
586of 83 % across the six transcripts (Cohen’s Kappa=0.67). In order to simplify the data, tasks
587where no or little progress was made were grouped together, and were given a score of zero.
588Tasks that were identified as good progress or solved were classed as successful, and were
589given a score of one. The total number of successful tasks was calculated for each group, with
590potential range between 0 and 3.
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591Success on history task

592The history mystery was not designed to have a single correct answer, but to engage the
593students in historical reasoning, using the evidence to build an argument. To understand the
594success of each group, the utterances were coded using the SOLO coding scheme (Biggs and
595Collis 1982) to identify the levels of reasoning (See Higgins et al. 2012, for a description of the
596coding scheme). To assess success, the highest level of the SOLO coding scheme reached
597during small group conversation was identified for each group. Two of the authors coded three
598of the 22 transcripts, with agreement on 89 % on the SOLO codes (Cohen’s Kappa=0.67;
599Weighted Cohen’s Kappa=0.74).

600Results

601Distribution of leadership moves within groups

602During the history task, the mean number of utterances each student made was 56.6
603(SD=22.32). The mean number of accepted leadership moves was 5.9 (SD=5.6) and mean
604number of rejected leadership moves was 1.38 (SD=1.52). During the math tasks, the mean
605number of utterances per student was 69.83 (SD=29.56), with a mean of 6.91 (SD=5.77)
606accepted leadership moves and 1.47 (SD=1.6) rejected leadership moves.
607The total number of accepted and rejected moves were calculated for each individual. A
608total of 1,377 leadership moves were identified from 11,126 utterances across the 22 groups
609(12 % of utterances were coded as leadership moves); 1,127 or 82 % of leadership moves were
610accepted. Table 4 shows the percentage of accepted leadership moves made by each group
611member and the number of accepted and total leadership moves made in each content area
612(groups are identified by the color of their table). The total number of leadership moves per
613group ranged from 12 to 91 (Mean=57.38; SD=18). Groups also differed in the distribution of
614leadership moves. Groups were categorized by groups that showed one strong leader and no
615other leaders, groups that have one main and one secondary leader and groups who showed
616shared leadership. The number of groups that correspond to each of these categories are show
617in Table 5.

618Intellectual and organizational leadership in groups

619In study one, two types of emergent leadership were identified to describe the way in which
620leadership was distributed among group members. The two codes that made up intellectual
621leadership (Topic Control and Idea Management and Development) and the three that were
622categorized as organizational leadership (Planning and Organizing, Turn Management and
623Acknowledgment) were collapsed in the study two data, to examine whether the same pattern
624emerged. This analysis was conducted by content area (i.e., groups were examined within
625history and math separately; shown in Table 6).
626As in study one, a minimum of three accepted leadership moves was required to be counted
627as a leader for both organizational and intellectual leadership, which falls around the mean for
628accepted leaderships moves for both types of accepted leadership. If no person in a group made
629three or more organizational leadership moves, the group was considered as not having an
630organizational leader; the same criteria were used for intellectual leaders. Once leadership was
631determined, the group member who made the most accepted leadership moves was identified
632as the leader of that group. Thus groups were identified as having no leader, only an
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633intellectual leader, only an organizational leader, both an intellectual and an organizational
634leader, and a leader who took both organizational and intellectual leadership. The number of
635groups who were categorized as each type is displayed in Fig. 7.

t4:1 Table 4 Percentage of Total
Leadership Moves by school
and group

t4:2 Table

t4:3 School Yellow Green Red Blue

t4:4 Yadstone Child 1 37.5 17 25 13

t4:5 Child 2 9 50 33 32

t4:6 Child 3 16 10 17 42

t4:7 Child 4 37.5 23 25 13

t4:8 Seacrest Child 1 28 20 11 28

t4:9 Child 2 10 7 8 6

t4:10 Child 3 10 48 74 44

t4:11 Child 4 51 24 7 22

t4:12 Shadbrook Child 1 10 50 70 2

t4:13 Child 2 43 10 18 58

t4:14 Child 3 34 15 7 2

t4:15 Child 4 13 25 5 38

t4:16 Easterburn Child 1 45 24 42 31

t4:17 Child 2 8 19 21 31

t4:18 Child 3 28 44 8 17

t4:19 Child 4 19 12 30 20

t4:20 Benbrook Child 1 5 7 14 11

t4:21 Child 2 16 22 25 17

t4:22 Child 3 67 55 53 42

t4:23 Child 4 12 15 8 29

t4:24 Dunhulme Child 1 2 14

t4:25 Child 2 5 16

t4:26 Child 3 56 54

t4:27 Child 4 37 16

t5:1 Table 5 Leadership distribution patterns in study two

t5:2 Category Definition Number of
Groups

t5:3 One leader One participant over 65 %; no-one else over 20 % 3

t5:4 One main and secondary leader(s) One participant over 45 %; one or more participants
between 15 and 30 %

10

t5:5 Shared leadership Groups with two or more participants with similar
percentages of leadership and no-one over 50 %.

9
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636Leadership across task type

637To examine whether there were differences in the amount and type of leadership
638across the math and history tasks, a multivariate ANOVA was conducted with content
639area as the independent variable and total leadership moves, accepted organizational
640leadership, and accepted intellectual leadership as dependent variables. This analysis
641was conducted on the group-level data (although results are similar when the indi-
642vidual level data is examined). The results showed that there was a significant main
643effect of content area on total number of accepted intellectual moves, F(1, 39)=7.9,
644p=0.008, η2=0.17, with more accepted intellectual leadership moves in the math tasks
645(M=15.9, SD=1.28) than in the history task (M=10.85, SD=1.25). The effect of
646content area on total moves was not significant, F(1, 39)=0.45, p=0.5, η2=0.01, and
647nor was the effect of content area on total accepted organizational moves, F(1, 39)=
6482.92, p=0.09, η2=0.07.
649To determine whether the person taking on the role of leader remained stable
650across the two tasks, each type of leader was identified for each group and each
651task, and compared. The results indicated that leadership remained unchanged across
652history and math in four groups; in six groups both the intellectual and organizational
653leader changed between history and math. Six groups had a change in the organiza-
654tional leader but not intellectual, and six groups had a change in the intellectual
655leader, but not the organizational leader.

t6:1 Table 6 Descriptive statistics
for individuals by taskt6:2 History Math

t6:3 Total moves 7.27 (6.04) 8.38 (6.24)

t6:4 Total accepted moves 5.96 (5.63) 6.91 (5.78)

t6:5 Total rejected moves 1.38 (1.52) 1.47 (1.6)

t6:6 Total accepted organizational moves 3.18 (3.79) 2.56 (2.84)

t6:7 Total accepted intellectual moves 2.72 (2.83) 4.19 (3.94)

t6:8 Total rejected Organizational moves 0.55 (0.97) 0.34 (0.68)

t6:9 Total rejected intellectual moves 0.83 (1.13) 1.13 (1.34)
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Fig. 7 Leadership types by content area. Note: One leader indicates that one student took both roles, while 2
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656Leadership and group outcomes

657The success of groups on the math tasks was calculated by grouping tasks where little or no
658progress was made and tasks where good progress or a solution was found. Each group then
659received a score between zero and three to show howmany tasks they had come close to solving.
660Two groups scored zero across all three tasks, four groups scored one, eight groups made good
661progress on two of the tasks, while eight groups made good progress on all three tasks. As success
662is a group level measure, the association with leadership moves was evaluated in terms of number
663of moves per group, rather than looking at leadership at the individual level. Descriptive statistics
664are shown in Fig. 8, which indicate that the number of intellectual leadership moves increase with
665task success, but that organizational leadership is highest in the least successful groups.
666In order to conduct analysis about the differences between groups, the number of leadership
667moves per group were categorized into high, medium and low moves per group for each of
668total accepted moves, total intellectual moves and total organizational moves. Table 7 provides
669information about the number of moves in each category. Chi square analyses were conducted
670to examine the relationship between number of moves per group and number of tasks that the
671group solved. Results indicate that there was no significant relationship for total accepted
672leadership moves, χ2 (N=22)=7.12, p=0.31, or for total accepted organizational moves,
673χ2 (N=22)=8.84, p=0.18. The relationship between total accepted intellectual moves and
674task success was significant at the 10 % level, χ2 (N=22)=12.47, p=0.052.
675To further evaluate if success was influenced by type of leadership move, median splits were
676conducted for each of the fives moves. Results indicated that the relationship between Turn
677Management and success was significant (5 % level), χ2 (N=22)=9.9, p=0.019. However, as
678can be seen in Table 8, seven groups who were high on turn management answered two of the
679three problems correctly, while seven who were low on this category solved all three of the
680tasks. This is likely to be influencing the analysis, and it should be interpreted with caution.
681Results also indicated a significant relationship between Idea Management and Develop-
682ment and success, χ2 (N=22)=10.9, p=0.012. The analysis did not indicate any other
683significant relationship between leadership moves and task success. Table 8 shows the number
684of groups in each category for each leadership move and their success on the tasks.
685For the history task, the utterances of each group were coded using the SOLO taxonomy to
686evaluate the level of reasoning reached during the task. The highest level of reasoning was
687used as a proxy for group success, with groups getting a score of between 1 (pre-structural) and
6885 (extended abstract). Three groups received a score of 2 (uni-structural), indicating they got
689no further than reading the clues and making basic comments about the value of each clue.
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690Eight groups had a maximum reasoning level of 3 (multi-structural), indicating that group
691members were making connections between two of the clues, but not building a clear
692argument. Six groups reached level four (relational), using two or more clues to build an
693argument, while five groups reached level five (extended abstract), bringing together
694multiple clues to support their argument. Descriptive statistics in Fig. 9 indicate that the
695highest levels of leadership were associated with groups who reached the highest level of
696reasoning. However, the groups who showed the second highest level did not progress
697passed the uni-structural level which was defined as merely making comments on the
698value of each clue in isolation. Groups who reached the third and fourth levels of
699reasoning show less leadership.
700In order to conduct analysis about the differences between groups, the numbers of
701leadership moves per group were categorized into high, medium and low moves per group
702for each of total accepted moves, total intellectual moves and total organizational moves.
703Table 7 provides information about the number of moves in each category. Chi square analyses

t7:1 Table 7 Number of accepted leadership moves in high, medium and low leadership groups

t7:2 Low Medium High

t7:3 Moves Number
of groups

Moves Number
of groups

Moves Number
of groups

t7:4 Mathematics

t7:5 Total leadership 6–23 8 24–30 7 31–47 7

t7:6 Organizational 1–7 7 8–10 8 11–21 7

t7:7 Intellectual 5–14 7 15–19 7 20–28 8

t7:8 History

t7:9 Total leadership 6–17 7 18–27 7 28–52 8

t7:10 Organizational 3–9 8 10–14 7 15–31 7

t7:11 Intellectual 1–7 7 8–12 8 13–22 7

t8:1 Table 8 Number of groups in each category of number of leadership moves and task success

t8:2 Turn Management Planning &
Organizing

Acknowledge Idea Management &
Development

Topic Control

t8:3 Low High Low High Low High Low High Low High

t8:4 Solved tasks Mathematics

t8:5 0 1 1 0 2 1 1 2 0 2 0

t8:6 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 4 0 1 3

t8:7 2 1 7 3 5 6 2 3 5 4 4

t8:8 3 7 1 5 3 4 4 1 7 4 4

t8:9 SOLO code History

t8:10 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 0 3

t8:11 3 3 5 4 4 3 5 4 4 5 3

t8:12 4 3 3 5 1 2 4 4 2 2 4

t8:13 5 1 4 1 4 2 3 0 5 2 0
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704were conducted to examine the relationship between number of moves per group and the
705highest level of reasoning reached within the group. Results indicate that there was no
706significant relationship for total accepted leadership moves, χ2 (N=22)=6.15, p=0.41, or for
707total accepted organizational moves, χ2 (N=22)=4.57, p=0.6, or intellectual moves,
708χ2 (N=22)=6.87, p=0.33.
709To further evaluate if level of reasoning was influenced by the types of leadership moves,
710median splits were conducted for each of the fives moves. Results indicated no significant
711relationship between level of reasoning and any of the five leadership moves.

712Case study

713The group of four boys from Yadstone school who worked at the green table provide an
714example of a group where leadership moves are distributed, showing evidence for different
715types of leadership roles and changes across task types. Across both tasks, eight of Jack’s
716moves were accepted, twenty-six of Tom’s, five of Daniel’s and eleven of Callum’s. Thus it
717appears that while Tom was the primary leader, the rest of the group made a range of
718leadership moves that were also accepted.
719As shown in Table 9, however, when the leadership moves are broken down by
720content area and when intellectual and organizational moves are examined separately,
721the picture is more complex, with Tom’s leadership being most evident in the math
722task, and associated with intellectual moves, while Callum and Tom both take organi-
723zational leadership roles. Tom and Jack appear to share leadership in the history task,
724although here Tom takes more of an organizational lead, where Jack makes the most
725intellectual moves.
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t9:1 Table 9 Yadstone Green’s
Accepted Leadership Movest9:2 History Math

t9:3 Intellectual Organizational Intellectual Organizational

t9:4 Jack 5 1 2 0

t9:5 Tom 2 4 13 5

t9:6 Daniel 0 2 2 1

t9:7 Callum 0 3 2 6
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726Distributed leadership moves in history

727During the history task the students are trying to work out what happened to Robert
728Dixon and whose fault it was. They have been told that his leg was amputated after a
729mining accident, which happened when he fell asleep down in the pit. In the extract
730below, the students are looking at the clues that describe the influence of the price of coal
731on the miners’ wages, and how when they had lower wages, they had to work even
732longer hours than usual (which would mean Robert was tired and could have fallen
733asleep, although the students need to decide whether it was his fault for falling asleep, or
734due to the falling price of coal and unstable wages). This extract begins after a number of
735failed bids by Tom to get the group’s attention as they were focused on the construction
736activity that was going on outside the classroom window. By reading the clue, Tom gets
737the group to re-engage in the task, and they begin to consider how having to work longer
738might have affected Robert Dixon.
739During this extract, we see the group work together, with Tom, and then Jack taking
740intellectual leadership moves to explore the clues and help create an argument. Daniel
741takes an organizational role, making sure the clues are arranged in a particular manner on
742the table, so they can return to the ideas they thought were important at a later time (see
743Fig. 10).

744

745

Fig. 10 Yadstone Green working on the history task

Fig. 11 Yadstone green working on the Dinner Disasters Task
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748Tom 749“Robert usually worked from six am to six pm but recently had to work
750longer because his wages had gone down” [reading clue]. That can be
751one. Jack that's one! He used to work there but he's had to work more’
752cause his wages have gone down.

753Idea Management &
754Development

756Jack 757That’s another one, Callum. [passes the clue Tom has just read across the
758table]
759[accepts Tom’s move]

761Daniel 762“Robert usually worked…” put that in place for us please. [reads the clue
763as Jack passes it across the table, then asks Callum to position it with
764the other important clues]

765Planning & organizing
766[accepted by Callum who
767moves the clue]

769Tom 770“Wages vary depending on the price of coal. If the price was low then
771miners had to dig more coal to keep the same wage” This is important,
772it's about the wages, read it. I think it's important anyway. This one
773definitely. [passes clue to Jack for his opinion]

774

776Jack 777The price of coal is very low, so they might not earn enough [having read
778the clue silently, Jack interprets it for the group and identifies why it
779might be important to their reasoning]

780Idea Management &
781Development

783Tom 784That’s what I’ve just said [agreeing with Jack’s interpretation of the clue,
785even though he didn’t rephrase it in this manner].
786Accepting Jack’s move

787

788Distributed leadership moves in mathematics

789The second extract is taken from the beginning of the logic problem ‘Dinner Disaster’, a task
790where the students have to work through five clues, each of which states which food a fictional
791child has, and a reason why they do not want that food. The clues can be linked together in
792such a way as to determine what each child should eat, and finally to answer the question of
793what Mike will have for his dinner. The group starts off with Callum organizing the clues so
794that everyone can see them, while Daniel manages who will read each clue. After reading
795through most of the clues, Tom makes a number of attempts to draw the group into the
796goal of the task, namely, deciding what Mike should have to eat. Although his first
797attempt at controlling the discussion is rejected by Jack, who has still to read his clue
798aloud, Daniel accepts his next bid for leadership, and starts to work with him to consider
799the possibilities (see Fig. 11).

800

801
804Callum 805Put it in the top corner [directing the organization of the clues, which
806the rest of the students help with]
807Planning & Organizing

809Daniel 810There’s one, there’s one for Jack to read; there’s one for Tom to read
811[distributing the clues among the group]
812Turn management

814Callum 815Turn them right round, it’s easier like that [directing the group to turn
816the clues so everyone can see them]
817Planning & organizing
818[continued from above]

820Daniel 821There’s one for me [continuing to distribute clues] 822Turn management [continued
823from above]

825Tom 826Mike’s allergic to yogurt, it can’t be yogurt. [having silently read the
827clue Daniel passed him, Tom summarizes it for the group]
828Idea management &
829development

831Group reading clues and off topic

833Tom 834Right, what should Mike have to eat? 835Topic control [rejected]

837Jack 838“Hey, anybody want these chicken wings, asked Grace, I don’t like
839anything with meat in it” [reading clue]
840Ignores Tom’s attempt to
841control topic

843Tom 844What, “Can you work out what Mike should have to eat?” [reading
845question] Well Mike could have pepperoni pizza [makes a
846suggestion]

847Topic control [accepted by
848Daniel]
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850

852Daniel 853He can have a yogurt 854

856Tom 857“Mike scooped up a spoonful of yogurt and grumbled…” He can’t
858have yogurt! [reading the beginning of the clue and summarizing the
859end]. We’re only working out Mike.

860

862Tom 863We’re only working out Mike [Tom focuses the group on solving what
864Mike needs to eat, not realizing the task is easier if they look at all
865the clues]

866Topic control [accepted by
867Daniel]

869Daniel 870Oh, so Mike… 871

873Tom 874So, he can have the cheeseburger, the chicken wings, or the pizza, cause
875it says he’s allergic to yogurt [summarizes what they know so far,
876although the rest of the group seem to accept this as the final answer
877and begin to look out the window]

878Idea management and
879development

881Jack 882See, they’re talking about the crane [outside the window] again Tom 883

885Tom 886I’m not bothered 887

889Daniel 890You were a minute ago 891

893Tom 894Oh, pretty colors [commenting on the colored dots his fingers make on
895the table]
896

898Tom 899Callum [getting Callum, and the rest of the group’s attention] 900

902Tom 903“Well yogurt is the only thing I like on the menu, replied Tanya, and
904there’s no way I’m going to eat this…” [reading a clue]
905

906

907In the above vignette, Tommanaged tomaintain engagement on the topic, although his summary
908of what the group knows appears to be taken by them as the final answer. He returns to read a clue
909about yogurt aloud, which the group begins to attend to, but is interrupted by the teacher freezing the
910tables and discussion of the task with the whole class. During this whole-class discussion, the
911teacher helps the groups realize that they need to match each child to a food (e.g., Tanya gets the
912yogurt that Mike has, Grace gets the salad that Tanya has etc.). The groups return to working on the
913task, and Yadstone Green use the new strategy to try to find out what Mike should have. They
914manage to work through the clues, although they have not quite come to the final answer when the
915teacher calls the task to an end, and engages the whole class in a discussion about the answer.
916The extracts from this group shows the fluidity of leadership between the tasks and the
917students. In the history task, Jack and Tom share leadership, although all students make
918organizational leadership bids that are accepted. Jack takes the lead in terms of the intellectual
919development of the task, while Tom is more concerned with organizing the activities. In
920contrast, in the math task, Tom emerges as a clear intellectual leader, while both he and Callum
921take on organizational roles.

922Discussion

923These two studies set out to examine emergent leadership in children’s learning groups. Based
924on prior research, it was hypothesized that leadership would be distributed within the groups,
925as has been identified by Li et al. (2007) and Gressick and Derry (2010). Building on this, we
926examined if there were patterns within this distribution. In study one, findings indicated that
927the leadership moves were distributed among group members. The five leadership categories
928aligned with the concepts of intellectual and organizational leadership. However, leadership
929moves in general, and the two types of leadership specifically, did not appear to be consistent
930across task types. In study two, again, a distribution of leadership moves was identified, and
931the moves were classified into the two categories from study one: intellectual and
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932organizational leadership. In the history task, seven groups have one student holding both
933these roles, while eight groups had two different leaders in these roles. A similar pattern as
934found in the math task, with nine groups showing one single leader and seven showing two
935students taking these different roles.
936Taken together, studies one and two provide further support for the findings reported by Li
937et al. (2007) and Gressick and Derry (2010) that emergent leadership is distributed within
938groups, with more than one student making leadership moves that are accepted by the group
939members during the collaborative activities. Our analysis also builds on this earlier work to
940provide evidence for two leadership constructs – intellectual and organizational leadership. In
941both studies, we found as many cases of two people taking different leadership roles as cases
942of one person taking both roles. This indicates that while it is possible for the roles to be held
943by one person, they emerge as different roles, and should be considered as such. By looking
944across the two studies, it is possible to see that these different forms of leadership emerge in
945both an experimental situation, where just one group is working in the room with a teacher,
946and in a larger groups setting, more similar to a classroom environment, where the groups have
947to regulate their own actions without as much attention from the teacher.
948By looking at the same groups across different content areas, our results provide further
949evidence for the distributed nature of emergent leadership, and also indicate that leadership
950does not emerge in the same way when groups are working on different tasks. Our findings
951also indicate that intellectual leadership moves, in particular Idea Management and Develop-
952ment, are most associated with task success, while organizational leadership seems to have a
953more complex relationship with task outcomes.

954Leadership across content areas

955Both studies found differences between the content areas – with more of both types of
956leadership in the math tasks in study one, and significantly more intellectual leadership moves
957in the math task than the history task in study two. These differences in leadership across
958content areas may be explained in a number of ways. One possibility is that the nature of the
959tasks influenced the emergent leadership. The history task was designed to foster divergent
960thinking, with no single correct answer, while the math tasks all had correct solutions. We may
961see more leadership in tasks with a clear answer, where members of the group feel more
962confident in directing the group, than they do when the group is meant to be discussing
963possible explanations for the problem. Additionally, the history task was a single activity,
964while the math task consisted of three different tasks, which may affect the need for leadership,
965and should be examined, in detail in further studies.
966Another possible reason for the differences is the children’s experiences with the content
967areas. Solving math problems is a common experience for the children in both studies, and
968they are aware of who is ‘good at math’ in their class. Historical thinking tasks are not as
969familiar to the students, nor is expertise in this domain as well recognized in the primary
970classroom. This may result in the children who are recognized as being good at math to take or
971be given the role of intellectual leader during the math task, while there was no such prior
972knowledge to base roles on during the history task, leading to less or more fluid leadership in
973the history task. Alternatively, the differences in the task types may be the cause of these
974differences, with students emerging as leaders differentially when the tasks are open-ended
975rather than closed tasks. Further research that separates task type from content area is necessary
976to understand this more completely. This finding reflects the findings by Yamaguchi (2001),
977who found differences in emergent leadership based on the task goals. These suggest that
978leadership will not emerge in every learning situation, but that it is dependent on the task that
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979the group is engaged in. Further research is necessary to explore what types of tasks promote
980leadership, and where that leadership is necessary for task completion and learning.
981In both studies, there was a change in leadership across the content areas, and in the second
982study, it was clear that the intellectual or organizational (or both) leaders changed. While
983management literature has argued for the stable nature of leadership (Kirkpatrick and Locke
9841991), the changes that we see in our sample suggest that, at least for 10 year old children,
985emergent leadership in collaborative learning groups is not stable, even within the same group.
986Instead, leadership appears to be influenced by the content, echoing Yamaguchi’s (2001) study
987that found task demands influenced the emergence of leadership. This suggests that the design
988of collaborative learning activities should take into account how the task may influence
989emergent leadership, and the impact that would have on the learning that will occur.

990Leadership and task outcomes

991Looking at outcome data in study two provides a complex picture of the relationship between
992leadership moves and group success. In the math tasks, there is a relationship between number
993of intellectual leadership moves and the groups’ progress on the tasks, with increasing amounts
994of intellectual leadership being associated with increasing task success. When examined in
995detail, Idea Management and Development moves were most associated with positive out-
996comes, with all 12 groups who solved two or three of the tasks falling into the high category
997for this move. This suggests that this leadership move may be a key feature to solving
998constrained mathematical problems.
999While organizational leadership and overall leadership were not significantly associated
1000with task success, the relationship between turn management and success appears to be
1001important. However the descriptive statistics in Table 8 suggest this should be interpreted with
1002caution due to similarities in outcomes across the high and low categories. Fig. 8 and Table 8
1003both show high levels of organizational leadership in groups who were not successful, as well
1004as in groups who were successful. This may indicate that organizational leadership is not
1005sufficient for task completion, and that groups who are focused on the process, either because
1006they were struggling to manage their interactions or because they were struggling with the
1007content, were not making the type of progress necessary for solving the problems.
1008The history task was designed to be open-ended, focusing on the use of historical thinking
1009skills and complex reasoning, rather than being a task with a single correct answer. The highest
1010level of reasoning reached within the group is one way of assessing the outcomes of the
1011groups, which again shows a complex pattern when plotted against the leadership moves.
1012While results were not statistically significant, the descriptive patterns show most leadership
1013moves were made in groups who reached the highest level of reasoning. The second highest
1014level of moves, however, were in groups who did not get beyond the second level, only
1015making comments about the relevance of the clues, but not combining them in any way. This
1016may reflect the same type of issues seen in the math data, with groups struggling to work out
1017how to participate in the task, and so needing more leadership moves, although they do not
1018result in better outcomes. When the leadership moves are examined individually, the pattern
1019remains. One concern that arises from this analysis, however, is that using the highest level of
1020SOLO reasoning is not a sufficiently nuanced measure of success for this task. As SOLO was
1021designed to assess open-ended written questions, it may not be the most precise measure
1022of a group’s progress. Further analysis, which is beyond the scope of this paper, could
1023also use a temporal analysis approach, to provide a deeper understanding about the
1024relationship between the leadership moves and the types of reasoning group members
1025were engaged in.
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1026The case study

1027By examining the emergent leadership in the green group from Yadstone in study two, the
1028complex nature of the groups’ behavior can be seen as it changes across task type. While Tom
1029and Callum appeared to make the most leadership moves, Callum made very few in the history
1030task, and in both tasks, the majority of his moves were organizational. Tom made most of the
1031intellectual leadership moves during the math task, but very few in the history task. Jack, not
1032clearly a leader when the data is examined without being broken out by task or leadership type,
1033made most of the intellectual leadership moves in the history task, helping the group to make
1034sense of the clues in the history task, but participated as a follower for most of the math
1035task. Thus, this group illustrates the importance of breaking down leadership both by
1036task type, and by type of leadership, to fully understand the type of collaborative
1037engagement seen in this group.

1038Multi-touch technology

1039Both studies used a new technology, multi-touch tables, to support the collaborative
1040problem solving process. As prior research indicates that this type of technology can
1041support collaboration, we examined differences between groups working on a paper-
1042based version of the mystery tasks and a multi-touch version of the tasks in study one.
1043As reported elsewhere (Higgins et al. 2012; Mercier et al. 2013) it was not possible to
1044determine differences in success between conditions, as a teacher was present to support
1045groups through the task. When comparing the number of leadership moves across
1046conditions, however, we did not find any differences, suggesting that the technology
1047did not influence the leadership part of the interactions in the same way it appears to
1048have influenced how the students interacted around ideas. These results suggest that the
1049findings about emergent leadership from study two, where all students worked on multi-
1050touch tables, could be generalized to other face-to-face collaborative interactions, re-
1051gardless of whether technology is being used by the groups.

1052Limitations and future research

1053There are a number of limitations to the studies reported here, including the limited task types,
1054the lab environment, the way the teachers engaged with the groups and the non-independence
1055of the data, as is inherent in analysis of group interaction. The mystery tasks were designed to
1056have a similar structure, and full engagement in the task by all group members was facilitated
1057by members taking on the roles of organizational and intellectual leader. If students were
1058engaging in a task that was less collaborative or less cognitively demanding, there may have
1059been less need for the amount of leadership that was seen in these studies, and therefore less
1060evidence for the distribution of leadership moves. Additionally, the first study used a very
1061artificial environment, where each group worked with one teacher and where the data
1062collection tools were evident to the groups. In the second study, although the lab classroom
1063was designed to be as similar to a typical classroom as possible, data collection equipment was
1064discrete and students were drawn from the same classroom, there are still differences between
1065this and a typical classroom. The lab environment also meant that not all students who returned
1066consent forms were selected to participate. While teachers were asked to select randomly, some
1067suggested that they selected the better-behaved students, so we may have had fewer disrup-
1068tions than would occur in a typical classroom with the full range of students. However, the use
1069of the lab classroom does represent the use of new technologies and tools to examine
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1070collaborative learning across groups within the same classroom, allowing us to understand
1071more about the actual nature of collaboration in a setting in which the teacher has to manage
1072multiple groups. The decision to use the same two teachers across studies and schools meant
1073that the level of teacher intervention was not the same as would be expected in a typical
1074classroom environment where the teacher knows the students well, and although the teachers
1075expressed a belief that their students’ behavior didn’t change, this cannot be ruled out, and
1076further studies in traditional classrooms should be conducted to further explore our results.
1077Finally, as with all analysis of group interaction, it should be noted that the individual data is
1078non-independent, with the interactions of members of each group being dependent on those of
1079the rest of their group. Thus the data does not meet the assumption of independence necessary
1080for conducting parametric statistics, and as such, the analysis should be interpreted with
1081caution.
1082As research on collaborative learning focuses more on the group process, and the mech-
1083anisms through which groups manage their participation, this study identifies key aspects of
1084managing both the intellectual aspect of the problem space, and the organizational leadership
1085that, while necessary to facilitate the development of a joint problem space, is also necessary to
1086manage the interaction process. The organizational leader manages participation, while the
1087intellectual leader manages the content, and while our data indicates this is done by a single
1088group member in about half of the cases, in half of the groups the roles are held by different
1089people.
1090As noted in the introduction, emergent leadership is one way in which the emergent
1091management of group engagement has been studied. A parallel line of research con-
1092siders how group members regulate their participation (Järvelä and Hadwin 2013).
1093Building on ideas of social regulation, Volet et al. (2009) argue for a framework that
1094takes into account both the social and content-based processing that are necessary for
1095successful completion of collaborative work. This distinction echoes our findings,
1096although the co-regulation definitions classify participation and engagement at an
1097individual level, rather than examining the interaction behaviors that attempt to support
1098or manage the interactions of other group members. Thus, we see the work in this area
1099as complementary to the work on emergent leadership, describing how group members
1100manage participation, by regulating their own participation, while the role of emergent
1101leaders appears to be to manage the participation of other group members, and the
1102direction of the content processing.
1103An increasing need to prepare students to engage in complex collaborations as they enter
1104the workplace is frequently identified (e.g., OECD 2013) and research from management
1105literature shows the importance of leadership in groups, particularly emergent leadership
1106(Gronn 2002). Therefore, helping students to develop leadership moves and to identify the
1107types of leadership that are necessary to complete tasks and recruit the participation of their
1108group members, should go some way in helping prepare students for successful collaboration
1109in the workplace. However, the philosophical roots of collaborative learning are often regarded
1110to be at odds with leadership within groups. With the focus on using collaboration to alter the
1111authority structures in schools, allowing students to view themselves as members of a
1112knowledge community and building on theories that identify the importance of equitable
1113status for learning (e.g., Cohen and Roper 1972), it can be difficult to align with the idea of
1114leadership within groups. One important contribution of this paper, however, is that the
1115emergent leadership described in this and other papers is not grounded in authority granted
1116by the teacher. Also, although leadership may relate to classroom status, dynamics and prior
1117relationships, the data in this paper indicates it is not stable across content areas, suggesting
1118that it is not solely based on a single form of status. Li et al. (2007) also reported changes
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1119across time, with more leadership moves being identified in later activities, and more students
1120being identified as leaders as the study progressed. As in both studies, students were peers
1121from the same classrooms these findings indicate that emergent leadership may not be static,
1122but can be learned (or perhaps taught) over time.
1123While there is currently little evidence that students can be taught leadership moves
1124that transfer to new collaborative tasks, there is plenty of evidence to indicate that the use
1125of scripts, prior instruction, or embedding of prompts or structure can lead to better
1126collaborative interaction in groups. (e.g., Cortez et al. 2009; O’Donnell and Dansereau
11271992; Rummel, Spada, and Hauser 2009). This prior work would indicate that students
1128could be taught to take on the different leadership behaviors identified in this and earlier
1129papers. Additionally, more recent research using the Collaborative Reasoning activity
1130described by Li et al. (2007), suggests that leadership moves may be transferred to a new
1131collaborative context (Sun et al. under review), suggesting that there is value to helping
1132students develop these behaviors in one context as they can use them with different peers
1133when working on different problems. Finally, the field of management, where much prior
1134work on leadership exists, places emphasis on leadership training activities, suggesting
1135that leadership can be taught, and there is value in exploring the instruction of leadership,
1136and transfer of leadership moves, in future research work.
1137A large amount of work in collaborative learning focuses on and recommends the assign-
1138ment of roles to student groups (O’Donnell 2006), One particular reason for assigning roles is
1139the recognition that equitable participation does not have to mean all students engage in the
1140same behaviors throughout the task, and that valuing the differences across members of a
1141group can support increased equity (Cohen 1994). It should be noted, however, that while
1142leaders are frequently one type of assigned roles, earlier research and the research in this paper
1143shows that leadership moves may be distributed among group members, and there is the
1144potential for different forms of leadership to emerge. Thus, the assignment of the role
1145‘leader’ may not provide sufficient instruction for students on what type of leadership
1146moves they should be making and should perhaps be broken down into more specific
1147roles both in assigning roles and also in helping students understand the complexity
1148of collaborative engagement. However, as is seen in the vignette at the beginning of
1149this paper, attention should be paid to the level of engagement with the content for
1150those involved in organizational leadership, as such behavior might fulfill the goal of
1151being involved in the activity, without providing a good learning opportunity for the
1152student. In addition, our findings indicate that high levels of organizational leadership
1153might not be associated with positive group outcomes, and so teachers need to be
1154alert to the types of content-related conversation that occur in groups who appear to
1155have high levels of organizational leadership, intervening to ensure that both the
1156organizational and intellectual aspects of the task are attended to by all members of
1157the group. Preparing students to engage in collaborative activities should help them
1158consider the dual space nature of collaboration – the relational and problem spaces –
1159so that they are aware that leadership must take place in both realms, but that task
1160success, and potentially their learning, will depend on intellectual leadership and
1161engagement.
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1168Appendix: Tasks

1169Math Mysteries
1170Sneaky Sydney.
1171Question: In which room is the statue hidden?
1172

1173Clues:
1174& Sneaky Sydney has stolen a special stone statue.
1175& The room number the statue is in is not less than 25.
1176& The room number where the statue is hidden is not even.
1177& He has hidden it in a bedroom in the Grand Hotel.
1178& The Grand Hotel is next to the station.
1179& The room number where Sydney has hidden the statue is not 25.
1180& The Grand Hotel is not as expensive as the Caesar Hotel
1181across the street.
1182& The room number does not contain the digit 3.
1183& There are 100 rooms in the Grand Hotel.
1184& The room number where it is hidden is a multiple of 5.
1185& The statue is in a room whose number is lower than 50.
1186& The statue is small, heavy and very valuable.

1187Waltzer.
1188Question: How much will it cost the Waltzer owner for enough cuddly monkeys for a day?
1189

1190Clues:
1191& At the fair there is a Waltzer
1192& To get people to go on it the owner offers a prize
1193& Every 10th person to go on will be given a cuddly toy monkey
1194& It costs the owner £2 to buy one monkey
1195& The monkeys look happy
1196& 3 people can sit together in a car
1197& There are 15 cars altogether on the Waltzer
1198& You must be at least 10 years old to ride the Waltzer
1199& There are 10 rides every hour
1200& The fair is open for 8 h a day
1201& All the spaces are taken for every ride all day
1202& How much will it cost for the owner to buy one monkey for every 10th person who goes
1203on the Waltzer?

1204Dinner Disaster.
1205Question: Can you work out what Mike should have to eat?
1206

1207Clues:
1208& The new cook at school, Mrs Baker, has mixed up the trays with the children’s school
1209dinners on.
1210& “YUCK!” cried Ruby, making a face at the slice of pizza in front of her. “I can't stand
1211pepperoni!””
1212& “Don't look at me,” moaned Jack. “I hate any food with cheese on it.” At that, he pushed
1213away his cheeseburger.
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1214& “Hey, anybodywant these chickenwings?” askedGrace. “I don't like anythingwithmeat in it.”
1215& Mike scooped up a spoonful of his yogurt and grumbled, “Everybody knows I'm allergic
1216to this stuff.”
1217& “Well, yogurt is the only thing I like on the menu,” replied Tanya. “And there's no way I'm
1218going to eat THIS!” At that, she poked her salad with a fork.

1219History Mystery
1220Question: What happened to Robert Dixon? Whose fault was it?
1221Introduction (Read aloud to students):
1222Richardson Mining Company, Carnington Pit: Accident Report
1223Report on the unfortunate accident to Robert Dixon, aged ten of 15, Clyde Street,
1224Carnington. The accident occurred at approximately 4 pm on Wednesday 23rd August. The
1225miners working in a nearby tunnel rushed to the scene hearing the boys cries. It appears that the
1226boy’s leg was run over by a 500cwt coal truck in No. 3 underground railway. The leg was
1227completely crushed and had to be amputated on the spot. Nowitnesses saw the accident because
1228there was no light in that part of the mine, but it seems likely that the boy had fallen asleep with
1229his leg over the rail. The incident would seem to have been an unfortunate accident. No blame
1230could be apportioned to any employee of the Richardson Mining Company.
1231Signed John Robson
1232

1233Clues:
1234& Mrs. Richardson, the mine owner's wife, wants an expensive house in the country because
1235she says that it is too dirty living near the mine.
1236& The coalmine is the only employment in the village.
1237& The mine supervisor, John Robson, was feeling ill that morning as a result of too much ale
1238the night before and did not check the wheels on the carts like he sometimes did.
1239& The mine inspectors had reported that there was not enough fresh air in the mine, but John
1240Robson thought they were being too fussy and had not done anything about it.
1241& At this time it was not against the law for 10 year-old boys to work underground.
1242& Workers in the mine had to supply their own candles.
1243& Wages varied depending on the price of coal. If the price was low the miners had to dig
1244more coal to keep the same wage and worked longer hours.
1245& Robert Dixon is 10 years old. He works underground as a trapper. He opens the doors to let
1246the coal trucks through. He has been working at the mine for two years.
1247& Last year Robert's dad, William Dixon, died in an explosion at the pit. 53 men and boys
1248were killed. A fund was set up for their families. Sir Charles Richardson, the mine owner,
1249gave some money, but there was not much for each family.
1250& Robert usually works from 6 am to 6 pm, but has recently had to work longer because his
1251wages had gone down.
1252& The weather has been unusually hot this summer.
1253& Robert gets up at 5 am. He has bread and tea for breakfast and then walks to the pit. He has
1254a break at 11 am for bread and tea. When he gets home he has some more bread and cheese
1255or meat, if the family can afford it, then goes to bed.
1256& Ropes operated by a steam engine pull the coal trucks down the mine. Only one person is
1257needed to pull a whole line of trucks. Until recently horses pulled the trucks.
1258& Robert's mother, Anna Dixon, has been very ill after the birth of her ninth child. She has to
1259stay in bed.
1260& Robert has six younger brothers and sisters. His older sister, Mary, works as a scullery
1261maid for Sir Charles. His older brother William is a miner at the same pit as Robert.
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